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Motivation 

“R is great!” 

“The Internet is great!” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
R is unique suited for many problems associated with manipulating, analyzing, and visualizing data.	Huge headache to recreate built-in R functions in other traditional languages.Massive shift towards web-based applications over past decade	Don’t have to support one program per OS	Don’t have to worry about distribution – updates and bugfixes	More control



Motivation 

 Want to get R into web browsers 
 Previous approaches 

 rApache 
 Rserve (Java, C++, C#, Python, Ruby, .NET) 
 deployR 
 Custom hacks 

 Just make R accessible to server-side programming 
languages (PHP, Ruby, Java, etc.) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
rApache required a commitment to writing a lot of web code in R	R is not well suitedRserve is great for what it intends to do	Makes R accessible at a very low level remotely	Allows for programmatic access	Must be built upon before anything makes it to a web browserdeployR	Lots of enterprise features	Cumbersome.	Clients are poorly written	Java, .NET, and Javascript



Shiny 

 Open-Sourced by RStudio 11/2012 on CRAN 
 New model for web-accessible R code 
 Able to generate basic web UIs 
 Uses web sockets 

 “The new HTTP” 

 Built on a “Reactive Programming” model 
 Entirely extensible 

 Custom inputs and outputs 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New inputs, outputs, and layouts via R packages.



Reactive Programming 

a <- 3 

b <- a + 2 

a <- 7 

b == ? 

Imperative: b = 5 
Reactive: b = 9 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In imperative programming, b = 5In reactive programming, b = 9R, like most languages, is imperative. Will always get b = 5



Reactive Programming Example 



Basic Shiny UI and Server 
http://trestletechnology.net:3838/simpleGeyeser/ 

https://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox/tree/master/simpleGeyeser 

 

Basic Shiny Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo simpleGeyeser app

http://trestletechnology.net:3838/simpleGeyeser/
https://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox/tree/master/simpleGeyeser


ui.R 

shinyUI(bootstrapPage( 

  selectInput(inputId = "n_breaks", 

    label = "Number of bins in 
histogram (approximate):", 

    choices = c(10, 20, 35, 50), 

    selected = 20), 

   

    plotOutput(outputId = 
"main_plot", height = "300px") 

)) 
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server.R 

shinyServer(function(input, output) { 

 output$main_plot <- reactivePlot( 

  function(){ 

     hist(faithful$eruptions, 

       probability = TRUE, 

       breaks = as.numeric(input$n_breaks), 

       xlab = "Duration (minutes)", 

       main = "Geyser eruption duration") 

  }) 

}) 
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server.R 

shinyServer(function(input, output) { 

 output$main_plot <- reactivePlot( 
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  }) 

}) 



Key 

Dependency Graph – Simple 

shinyServer 

$n_breaks 

Reactive 
Function 

Input 

main_plot 



Additional UI Features 
http://trestletechnology.net:3838/naiveGeyeser/  

https://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox/tree/master/naiveGeyeser/  

 

Intermediate Shiny Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo naiveGeyser app

http://trestletechnology.net:3838/naiveGeyeser/
https://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox/tree/master/naiveGeyeser/


Key 

Dependency Graph – Naïve 

shinyServer 

$dataset 

$individual
_obs 

$bw_adjust 

$n_breaks 

Reactive 
Function 

Input 

$density 

main_plot 
(Get data, get 

name, plot) 



Key 

“Data Flow”– Naïve 

shinyServer 

$dataset 

$individual
_obs 

$bw_adjust 

$n_breaks 

Reactive 
Function 

Input 

$density 

main_plot 
(Get data, get 

name, plot) 



Optimized Reactive Server 
http://trestletechnology.net:3838/reactiveGeyeser/  

https://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox/tree/master/reactiveGeyeser/  

 

Reactive Shiny Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo reactiveGeyser

http://trestletechnology.net:3838/reactiveGeyeser/
https://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox/tree/master/naiveGeyeser/


Key 

Dependency Graph – Reactive 

getData 

dataName 

shinyServer 

$dataset 

$individual
_obs 

$bw_adjust 

$n_breaks 
Reactive 
Function 

Input 
$density 

main_plot 



Key 

“Data Flow” – Reactive 

getData 

dataName 

shinyServer 

$dataset 

$individual
_obs 

$bw_adjust 

$n_breaks 
Reactive 
Function 

Input 
$density 

main_plot 



http://trestletechnology.net:3838/grn/ 

https://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox/tree/master/grn 

 
 

D3.JS Shiny Example 

http://trestletechnology.net:3838/grn/
https://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox/tree/master/grn


http://trestletechnology.net:3838/rgl/ 

https://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox/tree/master/rgl 

 

RGL Shiny Example 

http://trestletechnology.net:3838/rgl/
https://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox/tree/master/rgl


Hosting 

 RStudio offers “Glimmer” 
 Free (for now) managed hosting platform for Shiny 

 RStudio‘s Shiny-Server 
 Open sourced 1/22/2013 
 Written in Node.js 
 Same software that powers Glimmer 
 “Some assembly required” 
 Hacks to support older IEs 

 Amazon Machine Image on EC2 
 



Questions? 

 Code at  
 http://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox 

 Slides at 
 http://trestletechnology.net/blog/ 

 
Find me on: 

http://github.com/trestletech/shiny-sandbox
http://trestletechnology.net/blog/
https://www.facebook.com/trestletech
https://twitter.com/TrestleJeff
http://feeds.feedburner.com/TrestleTechnology
http://www.linkedin.com/in/jeffreydallen1/
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